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Torrey lpc40l manual

The LPC 40L model is a 40 lb. Price Capability Digital Scale Induced that provides a robust, well constructed ideal scale for shops, delis and farmers or outside markets. This statutory trade scale measure at the increase of 0.01 lb. delivered accuracy flawfully. Product features available over 40 pounds. Fitness Stainless Steel Cabinet with Large Platter LCD
Display and Function Cash Register Function 100 Hour Rechargeable Battery Data Port for a 100% Pricing Printer and 8 Product Access Direct Products SNTEP Approved Large Stainless Steel Platform Cash Function Register Direct Access Legal Function for trading the TORREY LPC model has a stainless steel and flat steel cabinet to ensure extended
and easy durability to clean surfaces. 8 3/4 x 11 13/16 the deck presents versatile deck that can accurately weight infinite diversity of your most popular products. This digital scale informatice price has design done in high pass environments that require a scale that is both durable and portable; Its 100-hour rechargeable battery fixed guaranties and
consistent usage even in places without a nearby electrical outlets. The LPC model comes equipped with two large LCD screens and included revelations to clearly show the weight of potionary items even in dark areas. The on-board memory includes 100 price memory and eight direct access keys that will allow you to easily weight and sell your most
requested products. The RS-232 data port allows a PC or printer to connect easily to the scale. PRODUCES the price feature TORREY induced stainless steel scale featuring a robust, well constructed, durable and easy to clean scale. This scale has been the design enduring the high demands of high market environments that require sustainable and
accurate supply. The LPC model is equipped with a 100-hour rechargeable battery that allows you to transport the scale where necessary with our concerns; when ready, simply pimple into the AC adapter included and the battery will be ready to be achieved. The return, alphanumeric LCD screen is adjustment to clearly display the weight of potionary items,
even in dark areas. 8 3/4 x 11 13/16platform solid deck that can accurately weight infinite diversity in your most popular products. The RS-232 data port allows a PC or printer to connect easily to the scale. This function is ideal for walking out. The on-board memory includes 100 price memory and eight direct access keys that will allow you to easily weight
and sell your most requested products. SPEC MINIMUM CAPACITY MEMORY DIVISION PROGRAMMING POWER RECHARGEABLE BATTERY DOWNLOADS 40LB 5G / 10G 100 INCLUDED (100 HOURS) 22 X 30 CM DOWNLOAD Subtotal: $0.00 Your cart is now empty. Balance - Torrey Home » Balance » Torrey Page 1 of 1 Torrey LSQ-40L quick
guide to torrey LSQ programming Torrey LSQ software NET manuals Torrey MFQ-20 and MFQ-40 service with calibration SPANISH manual Torrey QC-5 and QC-10 and QC-20 users with manual calibration © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. OR Affiliate FABRICANTS DE BASCULAS TORREY S.A. DE C.V. ELECTRONIC SCALE L-PC SERIES USA
MANUAL REVIEW: 1.1 IMPORTANT: BEFORE OPERATING THIS SCALE, PLEASE READ THIS MANUAL NAME THROUGLY WITH LOCATION OF IMPORTANT PART 1. CABINET: Manufacture of stainless steel and resisting of corrosion and serbral congestion. 2. PATCH: Also manufacture of stainless steel and incumbent the border and rounding. 3.
PLATE HOLDER: Manufactured of aluminum that provides resistance to corrosion. 4. BUBBLE LEVEL: Elements of the cabinet. It is used to level the scale. 5. MEMBRANE Keyboard: It contains multifunction, and large and readable keys. 6. GENERAL VIEW FINDER: It displays the necessary information it contains individual indicators above left indicator,
alphanumeric (MODE) PRICE indicator, TOTAL indicator. 7. BASE LEVEL: They level the tight scale or defeat them. 8. JACK: Connect to AC/DC power supply for the scale. 9. - CUSTOMER VIEW FINDER: Customer display. -4- I N D E X WARNING IMPORTANT INTRODUCTORY INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLATION NAMES AND LOCATIONS OF
IMPORTANT KEYBOARD PARTS GENERAL VIEWER (LCD DISPLAY DISPLAY) OPERATION DESCRIPTION HOW TO WEIGHT A PRODUCT HOW TO ENTER PRICES HOW TO CLEAR COST MISUSE OF FIXED COST TO USE AT TARE HOW TO USE THE REFERENCE ZERO PRICE TO ADD UP PRICES TO MULTIPLY FUNCTIONS HOW TO
USE THE PRICE TARE SAVE ME HOW TO LOAD A MEMORY HOW TO TURN ON THE POWER RETURN OF OFFENDER FUNCTION TO THE LIFETIME RECHARGE BATTERY INDICATOR OF THE BATTERY RECHARGEABLE BATTERY INDICATOR HOW TO ACCESS TWO COUNTS OTHER IMPORTANT MESSAGES THAT APPEAR ON THE
SCALE MAINTENANCE AND CLEAN UP TROUBLESHOOTING TECHNIQUE SPECIFICATION TECHNIQUE -1- KEYBOARD 1) Keys are used to turn on the scale. 2) Then key is pressing the device to turn off. 0 3) This key is used to start with zero on the weight.4) this key is used to eliminate any containers that you don't want to consider during a
transaction (for example: box, bag, bottle, etc.). STO 5) It is used to store prices in a memory location of the scale. RCL 6) It is used to charge a PLU price from memory. I +7) Keys used to add prices up. 8) ,..., number section: it is useful to enter data at the scale such as cost per pound or kilogram. 9) Enter two zeroes. indicator, 10) Keys use the Injury data
key entered with the keyboard. It is also used to eliminate the FIXED PRI function. P-PACK 11) It enables the FIXED PRICE function. 1/2 1/4 12) , Clear use multiply unit price below 1/2 o 1/4 lb or 100 kg modes. 13) , ..., access the PLU direct key. 14) Key used to turn on / off the light. -5- I P O R T A N R R N S 2 3 3 4 5 1.- In case you have a problem 2.- Do
not open the scale on press the 6 keyboard and the scale, first read your own. your warranty will be with objects such as pencils, 6 conditions are guaranteed. Cancel. pen, knives, etc. 6 7 7 7 7 7 8 9 9 4.- Use a 220 v an exclusive dive for the 5 scale.- never wash the scale using a color of water .this avoids loading or voltage variation. can damage the
electronic components. for more information 10 l maintenance and cleaning section 10. 11 11 11 11 11 12 12 14 6.- Protect the scale from bug 7.- by release or hit the 14 scale (mostly from roach) they can seriously and the product to be filterable damage the electronic components. Use because as time goes by it will be 15 rag. solid product against speed.
damages the weight detector. 9. - Do not set fans or heat 10.- By setting the scale where 11.- only authorize and qualify direction towards the scale. there is a lot of humidity and/or personal should be checked and dish. repair your scale. -2- GENERAL VIEW FINDER (LCD DISPLAY) .- UPPER-LEFT indicator: displays the weight products of POUNDS or
KILOGRAMS THEN happens, the symbol lban or kg is displayed in alphanumeric (MODE) indicator .- PRICE indicator: displays the price per pound or kilogram of the product. This price can have up to 5 digits. .- ALPHANUMERIC (MODE) indicator: This can display the following reading: lb. / kg. When a product is being pressed on the scale. GUYS. When
there is a negative weight. TOT. When you want to see the total vent. .- Total amount paid indicator (TOTAL): displays the partial or total sale during a commercial transaction. - ZERO indicator: This reference to ZERO indicates that the scale is ready to start pressing product. The indicators disappear when placing a weight on the scale. .- NET indicator:
Indicates that the TARE function has been activated. This indicator disappears when you press the key. - FIXED PRICE indicator: When it is activated, it indicates that the price per LB or KILOGRAM pointing to the indicator will not be cleared automatically when the product is removed from the scale (it is fixed). .- BATTERY BATTERY indicator: When the
battery energy is too low, this indicator turns on telling you that it is necessary to recharge it. - AC/DC power supply: This means that the scale has been connected to the AC/DC power supply. OPERATION DESCRIPTION. HOW TO Weight a product at the end of this countdown sequence, zero is displayed in the view conclusion, indicating that the scale is
ready to use. If not, see references section at zero. Then set the product to be pressed on the plate and you will see the weight of the corresponding indicator. -6- I N T R O D U C T I O DEAR Customer: We appreciate that you have chosen this product and we ensure the maximum satisfaction of the new acquisition for your bus. The scale was designed to
give you a great deal of saving time and money, losses by human error in interpretation and calculation, offer you more facilities and safety of your commercial work. . To make your equipment a long-lasting investment, we suggest it carefully this manual and make sure you keep it in hand for later consultations. In this manual we indicate the steps necessary
for recipients and extend your devices to be available. INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLATION 1. - Defend the scale and check the requirements of the product. If it is immediately damaged by your authorized distributor. 2.- Set the scale where there is no movement or hum, make sure it is adequate level checked that four base levels will support the scale on
the surface it has placed and if it has bubble to level (under the plate) centered, adjusted, tightened or demolished the level bases until the bubble is in the center of the circle. 3.- Connect power supply to AC/DC (if you use it) to 220 V A.C. outlets. 8.- Do not use solvents or 4.- Turn the scale on after sequence of your countdown to clean only use a wet scale
will display zero and will be ready to use. IMPORTANT NOTE: If your scale shows ASSIST after following the steps prior to and after the initial countdown, it means that it has been handled roughly and/or got hit during the shipment, wich causes ireversible damage to its operation. Call your authorized distributor. Is possible that the scale shows HELP when
you turn it on and weight on the plate, then remove the weight and turn the scale off and then turn it on HOW TO ENTER THE product price per pound or kilogram is entered to press the numbers of the keyboard to indicate the desired value. This value will be displayed in the PRI indicator and the total amount paid will be calculated automatically shown in the
TOTAL indicator. For example, if the product price for each workbook in the previous examples is $8.20, just press the following display will appear: . HOW TO CLEAR PRICE WRONG WHEN an error price is entered, you can clear it in two ways: a) Manually: Simply press the key key and enter the correct price. b) Automatically: The price is automatically
authorized to remove the product from the plate, except if it does not enable the fixed price function. FIXED COST FUNCTION WHEN IT IS NECESSARY to constantly press the same product type, one does not change its price, you can use the FIXED COST function. It is used to maintain the FIXED cost of the PRI indicator avoiding it to be automatically
cleared when the weight is removed from the scale. To fix a price, follow these steps: 1.- Put the product on the plate. 2.- Enter the product price per pound or kilogram. P-PACK 3.- Press . After these steps, a small arrow will light up in the upper right corner of the TOTAL indicator, showing the P-PACK label (fixed price). As a Supposing that the product is
wrong, the weight is 4 pounds, and the price is $2.70 per pound after entering the fixed price, the watch designer will look like this: To clear the fixed price function, just press THE USAGE OF THE TARE When you want to weight a product in a container, but you don't want to consider the weight containers during the operation , you can use the TARE
function. To use this function follow this step: that you will get the -3-0 with the key.
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